Gypsies:
Do you have a secret?
Are you afraid of secrets?
Are there secrets no one should ever tell?
Are there secrets no one should ever learn?
What if you could see into secrets?
See right through them…
Are there secrets no one should
What if you could see into secrets?
See right through them…
What if you could see forever?
Want an eye?
Here. Take one…
Victor Frankenstein saw into a secret,
(or beyond)
(suﬀering)
(loss)
(the people)
(What if you could see forever?)
(Do you have a secret?)
(what might they undo?)
(There's a curse up there)
(a curse)
(Frankenspell)
(He's crazy) (mad)
(Superstar)

(but could not see through it…)
a secret he thought would conquer death.
(hunger) (pain)
He thought he could construct a perfect
man, unscarred by mortal fears.
(Are there secrets no one should learn?)
He believed, for the people
who lived below the hill.
(below the hill)
But these people feared his quest,
feared his questions,
and feared what his answers might do
to their already darkened lives.
Because of their fear, they said that
Frankenstein Tower was cursed…
and they gave Victor the nickname,
"Frankenspell."
And because of the darkness
in their lives,
they envied Victor's brilliance
and called him, “Superstar”…

(Are you afraid of secrets?)
(Are you afraid of the light?)
(A living curse is on them all)
(Frankenspell)
(Are you afraid the the dark?)
(a genius)
(Superstar)

(a curse)

~c‡êÜ|+id this, he believed, for the people
who lived below the hill.
(What if you could see forever?)
(Do you have a secret?) But these people feared his quest,
feared his questions,
and feared what hi

(below the hill)
(Are you afraid of secrets?)

answers might do
(what might they undo?)to their already darkened lives.
(Are you afraid of the light?)
(There's a curse up there)
Because of their fear, they said that
Frankenstein Towerhey said that
(There's a curse up there)
Frankenstein Tower was cursed…
(A living curse is on them all) (a curse)
(a curse)
and they gave Victor the nickname,
(Frankenspell)
"Frankenspell."
(Fraankenspell)
And because of the darkness in their lives,
(He's crazy) (mad)
they envied Victor's brilliance nkenspell)
And because of the darkness in their lives, (Are you afraid the the dark?)
(He's crazy) (mad)
they envied Victor's brilliance
(a genius)
(Superstar)
and called him, "Superstar"
(Superstar)
[Sing "Frankenspell Superstar"]s brillianceell:

